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Abstract 

i 

 

 
Abstract 

Technological advancements in the field of electronic design are greatly being triggered by 

the fact that communication devices in general and wireless communication devices in 

particular are required to be miniaturized in order to increase mobility and flexibility. 

This thesis work revolves around the study and simulation based design of an efficient Six 

Port Correlator circuit to support miniaturization for handheld devices in the European Ultra-

wideband (UWB) range of 6-9 GHz.  

Firstly, design of a six-port correlator circuitry is carried out by performing simulations in 

Advanced Design System (ADS) for two metal layers design, while achieving the desired 

phase and amplitude imbalance in the 6-9 GHz range. After this design is mapped on to 

Printed Circuit Board (PCB) in order to compare the simulated and measured results.  

In the second part single metal layer design is converted on to multiple layers with symmetric 

stack by using microvia technology in order to achieve the required bandwidth i.e. cover the 

6-9 GHz frequency band. The simulations for the multiple layers are also done in ADS. 
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1.   Introduction 

During a few decades, data transfer with wireless communication has become 

more faster than before because of new technologies used in this field, but still the data rate of 

wireless networks are much lower than the data rate in wired networks. Idea of ultra-

wideband (UWB) radio with large bandwidth and high data rate took more attention from 

researchers. For moving objects wireless transmission of data is the best option and it is also 

more compact in size and consumes less power. Hence also with higher data rate there is also 

demand of small equipments which are easy to carry and more convenient to use.       

 

1.1.   Motivation 

The dawn of 21st century has seen a rapid increase in the use of wireless handheld gadgets. 

This in turn has paved the path for compact design solutions in electronic design. Ultra-

wideband spectrum which was formally released by the federal communication commission 

(FCC) in the USA in year 2002, has gained much attention in this area.  On the other hand 

broadband specifications can be easily obtained by passive elements. This quality allows the 

Six-port technique to utilize its potential in microwave applications where measuring the 

phase and amplitude of a microwave signal is required [3].  The motivation behind this thesis 

work was to take advantage of this innovative technique for designing an efficient correlator, 

while utilization minimum PCB space by the use to multi-layer technique that can fit suitable 

for UWB transceivers.   
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1.2.   Background  

This project has been materialized as a partial fulfillment of diploma work for Masters of 

Science Degree in Electrical Engineering at Linköping Universitet. Quite much work has 

already been done regarding the study of wideband Microstirp based correlators in 

Communication Electronics research group at Linköping Universitet. The work previously 

carried out at the group is in two sub-ranges of the Ultra-wideband range, i.e., 3.1-4.8 GHz 

range and 6-9 GHz range respectively. This thesis work is based on the literature study and 

investigation of work carried out in both ranges in general and the 2nd

 

 range, i.e., 6-9 GHz 

range in particular.                                                             

1.3.   Objective       

          The main objective of the under study project is to:  

 Perform literature study of previously carried out work in the field of 

microstrip based correlator design. 

 Simulate a Six-port correlator circuitry on a two-layer Printed Circuit 

Board (PCB) using Advanced Design System (ADS) of Agilent 

Technologies, Inc. as the simulation tool for the 6-9 GHz range. This 

should be done while keeping the size as small as possible and 

achieving the minimum amplitude and phase imbalance as discussed in 

the later sections. 

 Manufacture the PCB and perform the measurements. Compare the 

simulated and measured results. 

 Convert the two-layer based simulated PCB design using ADS into a 

multi-layer design for reducing the size of the circuitry while achieving 

the results close to the previously designed prototype. Symmetric stack 

approach will be utilized for the said process. This will be a simulation 

based design only since multi-layer PCB manufacturing facility is not 

available with the department at the time of writing of this thesis. 
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1.4.   Thesis Overview       

Chapter 1 serves as an introduction to this thesis report in terms of motivation, 

background, objective and a chapter vise overview. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview to the Ultra-wideband standard. It also shades 

some light on its evolution and development through ages and the present situation 

which fueled its standardization and development. 

Chapter 3 discusses the Six-port technique in general. Its theory and 

application from the focus of this project, i.e. the Six-port correlator and its constituent 

elements  

Chapter 4 discusses the Multi-layer PCB technology in general and its 

applications. A part of this chapter will also introduce Via and Microvia technology 

along with their comparison and application in relevance to the diploma work.   

Chapter 5 dedicated to the discussion of simulated and measured results for 

the Six-port correlator on single layer PCB. 

Chapter 6 discusses the design strategy for the design of UWB Six-port 

correlator on multi-layer PCB using Microvia technology with symmetric stack 

approach. Later Simulation results for the optimized design are discussed. 

Chapter 7 concludes the project. It also lays down possible future work in the 

area of Microstrip based wideband correlators for UWB. 

 

1.5.   References   

[1] D. Pozar, Microwave Engineering, JohnWiley & Sons, 2005. 

[2] Y. Ding, and K. Wu, “Half-mode substrate integrated waveguide six-port front-end 
circuits for direct-conversion transceiver design,” IEEE MTT-S Int. Microwave Symp.Dig., pp. 
1175 –1178, San Diego, CA, Jun. 2008. 

[3] F. M. Ghannouchi and A. Mohammadi: “The Six-port Technique with Micorwave and 
Wireless Applications”, ARTECH HOUSE 2009, ISBN-13: 978-1-160807-033-6, page 16-
17. 
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2.   Ultra-wideband  

          The Six-port correlator simulated and designed in this diploma work is for the so called 

upper band of UWB spectrum, i.e., upper frequency band of 6-8.5 (6-9) GHz, used in Europe 

as per the UWB licensing regulations detailed by the European commission (EC) in 2007 [1]. 

UWB communication standard is discussed here in order to make a clear picture of the 

scenario which ultimately lead to the choice of this particular frequency band for the design of 

this Six-port correlator. 

 

2.1. Wireless Communication Standards 

 In today’s fast growing wireless communication arena, the multitude of existing wireless 

communication standards are usually alienated roughly in two major classes, the short-range 

standards and the long-range standard. As the names depict this division is made on the basis 

of the distance in which the services can be provided effectively. Standards such as Global 

System for Mobile Communication (GSM) and Universal Mobile Telecommunication Service 

(UMTS) are a couple of examples of long-range communication standards. The data rates in 

case of long-range communication standards have evolved from values in kbits/s for 2nd

 

 

generation (2G) to values in Mbits/s for the 3rd generation (3G) [2]. Coming to the short-

range communication standards, some notable examples are IEEE 802.11a/g, Bluetooth and 

UWB. Since the UWB standard falls in the short-range wireless communication standard so 

we will discuss various short-range wireless communication standards in detail. 
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2.2.   Short-Range Wireless Communication Standards 

The main reason behind the popularity of short-range wireless communication standards is the 

low-power consumption, variable operating range from few meters to several hundred of 

meters and last but not the least the ability to operate affectively in indoor environment. 

Various standards namely [1]: 

• IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) 

• IEEE 802.15.4 (e.g., used by ZigBee)  

• Bluetooth 

• HiperLAN2 

• Ultra-wideband (UWB) 

IEEE 802.11 is basically a wireless local area network (WLAN) standard that supports 

different data rates. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers released this standard in 

1997 for the first time and further clarified it in 1999. Some of its extensions are [1], [3]: 

• 802.11a provides a maximum data rate of 54Mbps. It uses orthogonal frequency 

division multiplexing (OFDM). This extension operates in the 5 GHz band. 

• 802.11b uses direct-sequence spread spectrum technique to attain maximum data rate 

of 11 Mbps. It operates in the 2.4 GHz band and is developed somewhat in parallel 

with 802.11a extension. 

• 802.11g combines the specifications of 802.11a and 801.11b since it operates in the 

2.4 GHz analogous to 802.11b and has a maximum data rate of 54 Mbps, similar to 

802.11a extension.  

• 802.11n can reach a maximum data rate of 300 Mbps while operating in the 5 GHz 

spectrum. The obvious improvement as compared to 802.11g is due to the use of 

multiple- input multiple- output (MIMO) technique. 

IEEE 802.15.4 (e.g., used by ZigBee) can handle a peak data rate of 250 kbps while operating 

in the 2.4 GHz band. ZigBee network is a self-configuring network in its nature and is usually 
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battery powered which adds robustness in its nature. Its characteristics make it a low-cost, 

low-power technology for low-rate WPAN (LR-WPAN) and for wireless sensors network [4].  

Bluetooth has a peak data rate with Enhanced Data Rate (EDR) of 3 Mbps. It is a low-power 

and low-cost technology which finds its applications in Wireless personal area network 

(WPAN). Depending on the device class, this technology can operate over a distance of 10 to 

100 meters in the 2.4 GHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band [5]. This technology 

for the first time removed the cables between personal computer and its peripherals. 

HiperLAN is the short form for High Performance Radio Local Area Network. This short –

range wireless communication standard is regarded as the European equivalent of 802.11a, 

adopted by European telecommunication standard Institute (ETSI) as a WLAN standard. It 

operates in the 5 GHz band [6]. 

Ultra- Wideband operates in the frequency range of 3.1 to 10.6 GHz frequency thus enjoying 

a broader spectrum of 7.5 GHz. This technology operates at relatively lower power, i.e., 

Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) of -41.3 dBm/MHz. Broader spectrum and lower 

radiated power gives this standard the ability to avoid unwanted interference with other 

standards and at the same time allows improved speed [7]. The theory and technique of Ultra- 

Wideband is discussed in detail in the sections to come. 

 

2.3.   UWB Theory and Technique 

The working principle of UWB systems is relatively simple. It sends series of pulses instead 

of using a carrier wave. The pulse can be seen as an intense burst of RF energy where each 

pulse carries one symbol of information. In contrast to a carrier wave, which has narrow 

bandwidth, the pulse has larger bandwidth [8]. UWB systems tend to achieve higher data rates 

by using a larger bandwidth since it operates in the frequency range of 3.1- 10.6 GHz as 

discussed earlier. Shannon´s bandwidth formula in equation (1) shows the relationship of 

higher data rate achieved due to the lager available bandwidth [1]. According to Shannon the 

channel capacity is related to the available frequency bandwidth and signal-to-noise by the 

following equation: 

                                                                   C = B log2(1 + SNR)               (1) 
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Where, 

C = Channel Capacity 

B = Available Frequency Bandwidth 

SNR = Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

From the equation (1) it is obvious that C depends on B in a linear fashion and depends on 

SNR is in logarithmical way. Since linear dependence is stronger than logarithmic 

dependence hence therefore we can say that C strongly depends on B as compared to SNR. 

Hence lager bandwidth in case of Ultra- Wideband technology results in higher data rates.  

The advantage of low complexity and low cost for the UWB systems is due to the baseband 

nature of the signal transmission, where as the wide band nature gives it the advantage of 

spanning frequencies commonly used as carrier frequencies [9]. 

 

2.4.   Regulations and Specifications 

In 2002, the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) passed the proposal regarding the 

approval of unlicensed usage of UWB in the 3.1- 10.6 GHz band. FCC regulations require the 

UWB based equipment to have -10 dB fractional bandwidth of at least .20 or a -10 dB 

bandwidth of at least 500 MHz [10], with a power spectral energy limit of -41.3 dBm, 

measured in a 1 MHz resolution bandwidth.  

In order to avoid interference with existing narrowband systems in the 3.1-4.8 GHz band, 

additional regulatory restrictions have been formulated as Low Duty Cycle (LDC) and Detect 

and Avoid (DAA) for Europe, Japan and Asia region. In 2007 European Commission (EC) 

has detailed the licensing regulations for the UWB. The commission has restricted the range 

for UWB based devices to 6- 8.5 GHz and -41.3 dBm/MHz [11].  

 

2.5.   Choice of Upper (6-9 GHz) Frequency-band of UWB 

Today´s wireless wideband communication systems, meant to achieve data rates in Giga bits 

find the best solution in the two near to 7 GHz wide bands, i.e., 3.1 to 10.6 and 57 to 64 GHz. 

The correlator in this project is designed for the 6-9 GHz range that falls in the first 7 GHz 
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band of 3.1-10.6 GHz. The reason for circumventing the second 7 GHz band is based on the 

fact that the so called 60 GHz technology is based on power-hungry gallium-arsenide or 

silicon-arsenide processes and finds it difficult to comply with the demand on low-cost and 

low-power devices [1],[12]. 

From the 3.1-10.6 GHz band, 6-9 GHz upper frequency band has been chosen for designing 

the Six-port correlate in this project. This choice is made on the basis of the fact that even 

though the lower band of 3.1-4.8 GHz has gained much interest, sometimes also regarded as 

Band Group 1, but that was limited to the first half decade of 2000s.  After the launch of LDC 

and DAA, additional regulatory restrictions were imposed in Japan, china and Europe. As a 

result of these restrictions the interest has started to shift towards the 6-9 GHz band [1]. This 

shift made the choice of frequency band for our Six-port correlator inclined towards the 6-9 

GHz band. 

 

2.6.   References 
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[2] T. S. Rappaport, Wireless Communications, Prentice Hall Inc., 2009, Ch.1. 

[3] IEEE website: http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/11/Reports/802.11_Timelines.htm.  

Accessed on 2010-11-15. 
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3.   The Six-Port Correlator 
The Six-port for the first time, was developed for its applications in low cost 

analyzers in 1970. In 1994 the technique was re-introduced as a communication receiver by 

J.Li. R.G Bosisio and K.WU.  Six- port correlator is regarded as the main block of six-port 

receiver architecture. The Six-port circuit provides an improved relative bandwidth, a key 

factor that is helpful in improving the results of six-port receiver front-end [1]. This chapter 

will discuss the applications of six-port technique, a brief overview of the six-port receiver 

architecture, six-port circuit and its building blocks and lastly the practical design 

requirements/aspects.  

 

3.1.   Six-port technique and its applications 

 Six-port technique has gained phenomenal interest in various fields of wireless 

communication.  Some of the research areas which are taking the advantage of this technique 

are high power reflectometers, doplar and range sensors, near-filed antenna measurements, 

polarization measurements, probe model analysis, probe calibration, software radio 

applications and last but not the least for direct conversion receiver schemes in UWB 

applications. One of the reasons which justify the use of this technique in six-port receiver 

front-ends is the fact that it has great potential in microwave applications where measuring the 

phase and amplitude imbalance is required.  Low-complexity and less power consumption are 

the attributes which further support its candidature for multi-port transceivers [2]-[3]. The 

next sections will discuss the six-port receiver and the six-port circuit in detail in order to 

draw a clear picture of the circuitry outside the six-port correlator and the constituent building 

blocks of the six-port correlator. 
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Six-port technique has gained phenomenal interest in various fields of wireless 

communication.  Some of the research areas which are taking the advantage of this technique 

are high power reflectometers, doplar and range sensors, near-filed antenna measurements, 

polarization measurements, probe model analysis, probe calibration, software radio 

applications and last but not the least for direct conversion receiver schemes in UWB 

applications. One of the reasons which justify the use of this technique in six-port receiver 

front-ends is the fact that it has great potential in microwave applications where measuring the 

phase and amplitude imbalance is required.  Low-complexity and less power consumption are 

the attributes which further support its candidature for multi-port transceivers [2]-[3]. The 

next sections will discuss the six-port receiver and the six-port circuit in detail in order to 

draw a clear picture of the circuitry outside the six-port correlator and the constituent building 

blocks of the six-port correlator. 

 

3.2.   Six-port Receiver Architecture 

The Six-port receiver is a homodyne receiver with the advantage that it does not require an 

image rejection filter neither a local oscillator. In general, the receiver comprises of an 

antenna, a Band pass filter, a Low noise amplifier (LNA) with Automatic Gain Control 

(AGC), a Six-port correlator with a local oscillator (LO) input , four radio frequency (RF) 

diodes and four low pass filters (LPF).  Depending on the system requirements a digital or 

analog judgment circuitry may be appended in the circuitry. The antenna in the beginning of 

the receiver front-end topology serves as the source of RF input signal. Depending on the type 

of judgment circuitry i.e., analog or digital the six-port receivers are segregated into two 

types. Six-port receiver´s block diagram with these two classifications are shown in the fig 3.1 

and 3.2 respectively [5]. Six-port circuit diagram with analog judgment circuitry in Fig. 3.1, 

employs analog to digital converter (ADC) and digital signal processor (DSP) to get  base 

band data (BB- Data) at output. In case of digital judgment circuitry in Fig. 3.2 provides the 

inphase output (I - out) and quadrature phase output (Q - out) instead of applying ADC and 

DSP module as in case of analog judgment circuitry in Fig 3.1.  
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         Fig. 3.1: Six-port receiver diagram with analog judgment circuitry. 

                      

 

Fig 3.2:  Six-port receiver diagram with digital judgment circuitry. 

 

3.3.   Six-port Correlator: Theory and Working 

Six-port correlator also known as Six-port circuit is an important component of both, mutual-

correlating demodulator of a direct conversion receiver and (a direct phase shift keying) 

transmitter [4]. Three-port Wilkinson power dividers and four-port hybrid couplers are the 

basic building blocks of Six-port circuit, providing three common configurations depending 

on different combinations of these two elements. Six-port circuit of Type A, Type B and Type 
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C are three types of Six-port configurations. Type A comprises of one Wilkinson power 

divider and three (90°) branch-line couplers. Type B consists of two Wilkinson power 

dividers, two (45°) phase-shifters and two (90°) branch-line couplers. Type C configuration is 

relatively significant since it comprises of four branch-line couplers with one (90°) phase 

shifter. Phase shifters serve to provide controllable phase shift of the RF signal. These 

different combinations of three-port Wilkinson power divider and four-port hybrid couplers 

are interconnected together by transmission lines [6]-[10]. Fig. 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 below 

illustrate Type A, B and C configuration respectively. This thesis work focuses on Type A 

configuration, thus the simulations performed are also for the same. 

 

       

Fig. 3.3: Six-port correlator Type A. 
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Fig. 3.4: Six-port correlator Type B. 

 

Fig. 3.5: Six-port correlator Type C. 
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3.3. 1.  Six-port Correlator 

Six-port circuit consists of seven ports but only six ports are utilized since 7th port is used for 

termination, hence giving it the name Six-port. Type A ideal Six-port circuit consists of a 

Wilkinson power divider and three 90° branch line couplers as depicted in fig. 4.6. This Six-

port is utilized as a receiver such that the port P2 is fed with the local oscillator signal SLO and 

port P1 is fed with the receiver signal SRF. SRF and SLO are combined at output ports i.e., P3, 

P4, P5 and P6 respectively. P7

 

 is terminated with a 50 ohms load. Fig. 4.6 shows the port 

assignment clearly.  

 

Fig. 3.6: Block diagram of a Six-port Circuit with port numbers. 

 

For the above configuration, the relationship between normalized incident power bi and 
normalized reflected power ai

                                                   �
𝑏1
⋮
𝑏6
� = �

𝑆11 ⋯ 𝑆16
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑆16 ⋯ 𝑆66

� �
𝑎1
⋮
𝑎6
�                                        (3.1) 

 then in terms of S-parameters: 

Assuming each transmission line of Wilkinson power divider and 90° Branch line coupler 
provides a 90° phase shift. Then the S-parameters matrix of Six-port circuit is given as: 
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              [𝑆] = 1
2

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

 

0 0 𝑒−𝑗180
0 0 𝑒−𝑗270

𝑒−𝑗180        𝑒−𝑗270             0

𝑒−𝑗270 𝑒−𝑗180 𝑒−𝑗270
𝑒−𝑗180 𝑒−𝑗0 𝑒−𝑗270

 0 0 0
𝑒−𝑗270         𝑒−𝑗180        0
𝑒−𝑗180        𝑒−𝑗0        0
𝑒−𝑗270          𝑒−𝑗270         0

0          0           0
0          0           0
0          0           0 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

         (3.2) 

 

                                                   [𝑆] = 1
2

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0 0 −1
0 0  +j
−1 +j   0 

+𝑗 −1 +j
−1 1 +j
0 0   0

+𝑗 −1 0
−1 1 0
+j +j 0

0  0      0
0  0     0
0   0     0⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

                            (3.3) 

The set of equations from equation 3.4 to 3.9 are showing the relationship between incident 
and reflected normalized power waves at each port are: 

           𝑏1 = 1
2

(−𝑎3 + 𝑗𝑎4 − 𝑎5 + 𝑗𝑎6)                                  (3.4) 

                                                            𝑏2 = 1
2

(𝑗𝑎3 − 𝑎4 + 𝑎5 + 𝑗𝑎6)                                    (3.5) 

                                                                    𝑏3 = 1
2

(−𝑎1 + 𝑗𝑎2)                                             (3.6) 

                                                                    𝑏4 = 1
2

(𝑗𝑎1 − 𝑎2)                                                (3.7) 

                                                                    𝑏5 = 1
2

(−𝑎1 + 𝑎2)                                               (3.8) 

                                                                    𝑏6 = 1
2

(𝑗𝑎1 + 𝑗𝑎2)                                               (3.9) 

Next sections will discuss the Wilkinson power divider and 90° Branch coupler along with 
practical design aspects. 

 

3.3.2. Wilkinson Power Divider 

Wilkinson power divider is categorized as a passive device capable of equal-split, as well as 

arbitrary power division. Apart from equal-split power division it also finds its applications in 

power combining. This passive device is generally assembled by using microstrip lines. As 

shown in the Fig. 4.7 [6] below it is a three-port device which has two λ/4 transmission lines 

with characteristic impedance of  √2Z0 along with a resistor of impedance 2Z0 connected in 

between the two output ports i.e., P2 and P3

 

.  
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Fig. 3.7: Wilkinson Power Divider. 

 

Where P1 is the input port and the phase difference between P2 and P3

 [𝑆] = �
𝑆11 𝑆12 𝑆13
𝑆21 𝑆22 𝑆23
𝑆31 𝑆32 𝑆33

�                                 (3.10)   

 is 0°.  Since Wilkinson 

power divider is a three-port device therefore the S-parameter matrix can be written as [11]:  

 Assuming all ports are matched, we have S ij 

 [𝑆] = �
0 𝑆12 𝑆13
𝑆21 0 𝑆23
𝑆31 𝑆32 0

�                                  (3.11) 

= 0 which means that the S-parameters matrix 

above will take the form [6], [11]:  

Finally the S-parameters matrix takes the form: 

     [𝑆] = −1
√2
�
0 𝑗 𝑗
𝑗 0 0
𝑗 0 0

�                                      (3.12) 

The scattering matrix becomes unitary if we assume the network to be lossless. In order to 

fulfill this assumption, following conditions are needed to be true i.e., equation 3.13 to 3.18:

  

                            |𝑆12|2 + |𝑆13|2 = 1             (3.13) 

                         |𝑆12|2 + |𝑆23|2 = 1      (3.14) 

                            |𝑆13|2 + |𝑆23|2 = 1     (3.15) 
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                              𝑆13 
∗ 𝑆23 = 0    (3.16) 

                                  𝑆23∗ 𝑆12 = 0                                  (3.17) 

                                  𝑆12∗ 𝑆13 = 0                                                    (3.18) 

Analysis of the above equations makes it clear that at least two of the three parameters S12, 

S13, S23 should be 

                      Return losses [dB] = - 20log | S

zero but it may not be realistic because of the equation 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18 

respectively. Hence, a three-port network cannot posses all the three qualities of being 

lossless, reciprocal and matched at the same time. Thus a three-port network can be lossy 

while being reciprocal and matched at all ports, leading to the Wilkinson power divider. Since 

we are assuming the network to be lossy, the main loss contributions are given by the 

following set of equations i.e., equation 3.19 to 3.21 [6]:  

11

                          Coupling [dB] = - 20log | S

| = 3 dB         (3.19) 

21

                          Isolation [dB] = -20log | S

| = 3 dB                             (3.20) 

21

For ideal results the coupling should be 3 dB and the return loss and isolation should tend to 

approach negative infinity at the central frequency. Main reasons for the use of Wilkinson 

power divider is the good behavior for larger bandwidth and its property of being lossless 

when all ports are matched and only the reflected power being dissipated. Apart from this 

advantage it serves the purpose of an ideal component for connecting the three Branch 

Couplers while maintaining a flatter response and minimum losses for each output value. 

| = 3 dB         (3.21) 

 

3.3.3. 90° Branch Line Coupler 

90° Branch line coupler is a four-port device which is used in RF circuits’ measurement 

arrangements due to the reason that it allows combination as well as separation of RF signals 

in fixed phase references. Out of the four ports, as shown in Fig. 4.8, port 1 is the input port, 

port 2 and 3 are the output ports and port 4 is the isolation port. The output ports, port 2 and 3 

are also known as Through and Coupled ports respectively, collectively named as the coupled 

arms [11]. Phase difference outputs of the coupled arms is 90° for this kind of coupler, hence 

the name 90° Branch line coupler. 
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Fig. 4.8: 90° Branch line coupler. 

 

Likewise, Wilkinson power divider discussed earlier in the chapter, this component of the 

Six-port correlator also utilizes microstrip lines for its construction. It comprises of four λ/4 

transmission lines i.e., two vertical transmission lines with an impedance Z0 and two 

horizontal transmission lines with an impedance Z0 

                                                                  [S] = �

0 1
1 0

𝑗 0
0 𝑗

𝑗 0
0 𝑗

0 1
1 0

�                                           (3.24) 

/√2 [12]-[13] .S-parameter representation 

of 90° Branch line coupler are given as: 

 

3.4.   Practical Design Considerations 

Minimum amplitude and phase imbalance along with maximum possible relative bandwidth 

are the parameters that are required to be maintained while designing a Six-port correlator. 

Efforts in general, are made to achieve theoretical amplitude and phase imbalance of 0 dB and 

90° respectively and approximately 40 % of the relative bandwidth. Apart from targeting the 

minimum values for the amplitude and phase imbalance a tradeoff is also required to be 

maintained between these two parameters for optimum results. These guidelines were drawn 

from the earlier work carried out before by other authors [4], [12]-[13]. In order to achieve the 

goal of 40 % relative bandwidth the constituent components of Six-port correlator i.e., the 

Wilkinson power divider and 90° branch line coupler need to fulfill the same requirement. 

Wilkinson power divider has the capability to provide 40 % relative band width but this is not 
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so in case of 90° branch line coupler, since it is limited to 10 % relative bandwidth. The 

technique of adding tuning stubs is usually applied to reach the limit of 40 % relative 

bandwidth. λ/2 transformer branch lines shunted with open-circuit are recommended for this 

purpose, hence giving the name of 90° branch line coupler with matching networks [4]. This 

type of improved coupler results in better overall performance of the Six-port circuit in terms 

of relative bandwidth. The chapter dealing with simulations and results will discuss the design 

details further. 

Another design aspect is the connection of three Branch Line couplers with each other and 

with the Wilkinson power divider, with minimum transmission loses.  Transmission lines with 

exactly the same characteristic impedance as that of the circuit, can serve this purpose. 
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4.   Multi-Layer Printed Circuit Boards and 
Microvias 

 

The idea of multi-layer printed circuit board is stimulated from the need of 

higher density for electronic circuits triggered by more complex deigns. Traditionally, low 

temperature cofired ceramic technique (LTCC) based multi-layer modules are recommended 

for reducing the circuit size. But due to the lack of maturity in many of its processes, multi-

layer laminated printed circuit boards are considered as a more frequently recommended 

solution with the advantage of low cost [1]. This technique of stacking layers in order to 

reduce the occupied area is however sensitive for high frequencies e.g., the 6-9 GHz band. 

The reason for this sensitivity is the degradation which comes from the requirement of 

transiting between metal layers with the help of via technology. Six-port circuit comprises of 

a power divider and three couplers. This chapter discusses the theoretical perspective for the 

possibility of placing these components in separate layers by using the principle of stacking 

layers and connecting these layers by utilizing the vias, along with the option of microvias [2].  

 

4.1.   Routing Topology Configurations 

When designing PCBs, whether single layer or multi metal layer, two primary topologies are 

used namely the microstrip topology and the stripline topology. At times the variation or 

combination of these two topologies may also be used [3]. 

4.1.1. Microstrip Topology 

In this particular type of topology the traces are located on the top and bottom, or outer layers 

of PCB. It provides the minimal suppression of RF energy that may be created in a PCB. 

Another advantage associated with the use of microstrip is that it provides less capacitive 
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coupling due to which signals can propagate faster. The drawback associated with this 

configuration is that the outer layers of the PCB may occasionally radiate RF energy, without 

the protection of a plane on both sides of the outer circuit [3]. 

4.1.2. Stripline Topology 

In Stripline configuration the circuit layer is placed in between two solid planes i.e. either 

voltage or ground potential. The main benefits of stripline are complete shielding of RF 

energy generated from internal traces radiating into free space along with enhanced noise 

immunity. Disadvantage associated with this technique is slower propagation speeds [3].  

 

4.2.   Layer Stack up Assignment 

The process of determining the number of routing/circuit layers and power planes required for 

the proper functionality of a circuit, within the acceptable cost is regarded as layer stack up 

assignment or more precisely metal layer stack up assignment since the stack up assignment 

deals with the metal layers (and not substrate layers) throughout this diploma work. 

Functional specifications such as required reduction in circuit size, impedance control and 

component density of individual circuits play an important role in the choice of number of 

layers.  Apart from these specifications appropriate choice of routing topology is also an 

important parameter to be considered while deciding the stack up assignment [3]. The need 

for stacking up the sub components for Six-port  circuit arises from the fact that it requires 

(especially the 6-9 GHz implementation with tuning stubs) a large area for direct integration 

in handheld devices, when implemented with microstrip technology on a single metal layer 

[8]. As already discussed the six-port consists of three branch line couplers and a Wilkinson 

power divider. These four components must not necessarily be on the same metal layer and 

the option to stack the sub-components can be utilized to achieve a reduced size for the Six-

port circuit [4]-[8]. 
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Fig. 4.1: Four metal layer stack. 

 

4.2.1 Four Layer Stack 

Fig. 5.1a depicts the potential setup for four metal layers setup. In this very case the 

Wilkinson power divider and one branch coupler is placed on the first layer, with a microstrip 

implementation. For the sake of design symmetry the so called “RF and Termination” i.e. BRF 

coupler is placed on the top layer. The 2nd layer serves as the ground or power plane depicted 

as P.P and GND in Fig. 5.1a. Remaining two couplers BI and BQ and also referred as I and Q 

couplers may be implemented from stripline and placed on the third layer. The bottom layer is 

again the ground or power plane. Metal layer 3 and 4 can be swapped and BI and BQ may be 

implemented with microstrip for this case. Another possibility for four layer stack can be that 

three sub-components i.e. Wilkinson power, BRF and BI may be placed on top layer and BQ

 

 

may be placed on the layer 3 alone. The scheme may result in reducing the number of vias at 

the cost of area covered by the whole circuit. The only lumped component is the resistor with 

the Wilkinson power divider [2]. 
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4.2.2. Six  Layer Stack 

For the six metal layer case it is possible to place two sub-components on one layer and 

remaining two on two separate layers, while the remaining three layers serve the purpose of 

ground/power planes. Fig. 5.2 describes the layer by layer structure. Here Wilkinson power 

divider and BRF is placed as microstrip-line implementation on top layer, while BI and BQ 

 

are 

placed on layer 3 and layer 5 respectively as stripline implementation. 

           

   Fig. 4.2: Six metal layer stack. 

 

 The even numbered layers i.e. layer 2, 4 and 6 serve the purpose of power plane. This 

arrangement can be varied such that two metal layers may be used as stripline implementation 
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and one as microstrip implementation or alternatively one metal layer as stripline and two 

metal layers as microstrip implementation by changing the position of ground layers 

subsequently [2]. 

4.2.3. Eight  Layer Stack 

Eight metal layer set up provides the ease of placing each component on a separate layer thus 

opening the possibility of smallest possible circuit. This construction allows using three metal 

layers as stripline implementation and one as microstrip or two stripline layers and two as 

microstrip layers. Fig. 5.3 shows the detailed setup. Here power divider is implemented as 

microstrip on metal layer 1, coupler BI and BQ at metal layer 3 and 5 respectively, both as 

stripline implementation, where as coupler BRF 

                     

is placed at layer 7 again as stripline 

implementation. 

Fig. 4.3: Eight metal layer stack. 
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In this configuration the even numbered layers i.e., metal layer 2, 4, 6 and 8 serve the purpose 

of power/ground planes just like the six metal layer configuration. The option of using two 

metal layers as stripline implementation and two metal layers as microstrip implementation 

can be achieved by swapping the pair of layer 3 and 4 and layer 6 and 7 respectively [2]. 

 

4.3. Vias 

Vias are connections drilled from one metal layer of a PCB to another and are used to connect 

two lands on these opposite layers [6]. Via is the abbreviation used for Vertical Interconnect 

Access which, as the name depicts is a vertical electrical connection between different metal 

layers in multi-Layer printed circuit board design. The term Vias represent the aspect of 

plurality when used in printed circuit board design.  From a practical point of view vias are 

pads with plated holes which serve to provide electrical connections between circuits on 

different metal layers. These holes are made conductive by the help of electroplating. 

4.3.1. Construction of vias 

Vias are made up of three components namely barrel, pad and antipad. Barrel is basically the 

conductive cylinder drilling the hole. Pads connect the barrel to the components while 

antipads, also known as holes for through-vias [4], act as the clearance hole between via and 

the metal layers which are required to be by passed without any connection. 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: Types of Vias. 
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4.3.2. Types of vias 

On the basis of functional requirements, vias are divided into three categories as shown in Fig. 

5.4: 

• Blind Vias: The type of vias which are exposed to only one side of the printed circuit 

board are termed as blind vias 

• Buried Vias: Serve to connect the internal layers of printed circuit board in way that 

they are not exposed to the outer surface layers. This particular type of vias may also 

serve the purpose of lumped components in some cases. 

• Through Hole Vias: As the name describes these via pass though form the very first 

layer to the last layer usually used to connect the outer metal layers. 

4.3.3. Ground and thermal vias 

Vias that are always at 0V potential and used only when there are more than one 0V reference 

planes are known as ground vias. Ground vias are connected to all ground planes in the board 

that serve as the RF return path for the signal jump currents. Another advantage with these 

vias is that they maintain a constant RF return path [4]. A term thermal vias is often coined 

when vias are used for the purpose of carrying heat away from the power devices. They are 

usually applied in the form of array of vias. 

4.3.4. Mathematical model of via 

Via is described as an inductive cylindrical conductor with radius r and height h as shown in 

the equation model below [9]:

              𝐿𝑣𝑖𝑎 = µ𝑜
2 π

  h. ln �h+√𝑟
2+ℎ2  
r

� +  µ𝑜
2 π

3 
2

 �r − √r2 − ℎ2�        (5.1) 

  

Where Lvia represents via inductance, r and h are via radius and via height respectively. 

Sometimes via height may also be referred as the substrate height. Apart from the inductive 

behavior, via also shows resistive behavior given as Rvia. Its value is independent of the ratio 

of metallization thickness to the skin depth. The following equation gives a good 

approximation of the via resistance value: 
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              𝑅𝑣𝑖𝑎 = 𝑅𝑑𝑐   �1 + 𝑓
𝑓𝜌

                           (5.2) 

Where Rdc is the Via DC resistance. The value of fρ 

                    𝑓𝜌 =    1
πµ𝑜σ𝑡2

                                      (5.3) 

is given by the following equation:  

Here σ is the metal resistivity and t is the metal thickness [9]. 

 

4.4. Microvias 

Microvias are small vias usually created with the help of laser based depth controlled drilling 

technology instead of mechanical drilling, with a typical hole size of 0.1 mm [4]-[5]. They are 

widely used in high-density multilayered printed circuit boards traces to interconnect 

components. Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b) shows examples of side view x-ray impressions of microvias 

through one and two substrates respectively [4]-[8]. In some cases microvias technology 

permits the use of vias embedded within component mounting pads. These microvias 

minimize the amount of solder absorbed by the via during the wave soldering process. 

Additional cost may be incurred from the use of this technology, which is becoming common 

in extremely high-density, high-performance designs [3]. 

 

              

Fig. 4.5: Microvias: (a) X-ray side view through one substrate layer, (b) X-ray side view though two substrate 

layers. 
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4.5. Via vs. Microvia 

Typical preferred hole size for drilled via is approximately 0.3 mm. The main issue with 

drilled vias lies in the fact that at the 8-9 GHz upper frequency band, drilled vias are so 

electrically large that they may impact the performance in terms of phase and amplitude 

imbalances. This is due to the fact that via inductance ads a reactive component to the system 

[2], [4]-[8]. In general, via and its associated pads are a source of inductance and capacitance. 

These two quantities are directly coupled to the electrical size of the respective objects. In 

order to avoid this microvias are recommended as an alternative with a typical minimum size 

of 0.1 mm. Comparative advantages of generalized microvias over drilled microvias are [4]-

[5]: 

• Improved Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) Characteristics. 

• A rather simplified PCB process, which can often reduce the total board cost while 

achieving less material usage since microvias open opportunity for increase routing 

possibilities and smaller via pads. 

• Better Radio Frequency (RF) performance. 

One major process based difference between microvias and regular vias is the fact that the 

drilling proves must incorporate depth controlled drilling instead of normal drilling 

techniques. Spindles with air bearings is amongst the advanced drilling techniques that can 

provide reliable mechanical drilling, accurate enough for microvia processing, while allowing 

a suitable drilling speed of 170 k spindles. But for relatively smaller microvias, laser drilling 

is the most preferred method [2].   
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5.   Design and implementation of Six-port 
Correlator on Single Layer PCB 

 

          As explained in previous chapter, Six-port circuit consists of two components i.e., 

Wilkinson power divider and Branch line couplers. In order to develop better understanding 

and optimization these components are designed as standalone circuits and implemented on 

single layer PCB. Later these components are combined to form a Six-port correlator. PCB 

prototype for the Six-port circuit is also developed for studying the measured results. This 

chapter includes the simulated and measured results of Wilkinson power divider, 90° branch-

line coupler and the Six-port correlator circuit.   

 

5.1. Design Specification 

Advanced Design System (ADS) from Agilent Inc. is used for design and simulation of the 

Six-port correlator. Designing and Implementation is divided into four stages. In the first 

stage the schematic based design is implemented. The design specification for substrate 

properties for this purpose is mentioned in Table 5.1. The results of this stage are close to 

ideal behavior. Now, In order to observe the real behavior of the circuit electromagnetic 

simulations are performed in the 2nd

In the third stage the layout is converted into layout component. This layout component is 

then called in schematic and is run with the schematic and layout/momentum data. This helps 

in performing entire system simulations using layout and schematic designs. 

 stage, by converting the schematic design into layout 

design using Momentum tool in ADS.  Momentum tools serves to perform the 

electromagnetic simulations on the transmission lines.  
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Table 5.1   Substrate properties (Rogers RO4350B) 

                     Relative dielectric constant                                          3.48 

                         Substrate thickness                                              0.254 mm 

                         Metal thickness                                                    0.035 mm 

                         Loss factor                                                                 0.0035 

                         Metal conductivity                                          5.8 10E7 S/m 

                         Conductor surface roughness                               0.001 mm 

 

Finally the layout component based design is converted into PCB prototype and the results are 

measured. This process is adopted for the components as well as for the 6-9 GHz Ultra-

wideband Six-port circuit for the center frequency of 7.5 GHz. The substrate properties 

mentioned in the Table 4.1 will be followed throughout the design procedure. Amplitude and 

phase response, along with amplitude and phase imbalance will be parameters under focus for 

the results of simulations and measurements. 

 

5.2. Wilkinson Power Divider 

Wilkinson power divider is designed for the center frequency of 7.5 GHz for achieving equal 

power split of 3dB. As described in the previous chapter it comprises of three ports. Two 

ports serve as output ports and one port as the input port, along with two quarter wavelength 

transmission line and a 100 Ω resistor. The resistor used here for the final PCB of power 

divider has the package standard of 0602. Standard 0403 resistor of 100 Ω can also be used 

for the same purpose. The layout implementation of is shown in Fig. 5.1. The presence of 

resistor can be noticed in the manufactured PCB prototype of Wilkinson power divider in Fig. 

5.6. 
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Fig. 5.1: Momentum layout of Wilkinson power divider. 

 

Fig.5.2: Simulated amplitude response of Wilkinson power divider. 
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Fig. 5.3: Measured amplitude response of Wilkinson power divider. 

 

After analyzing the simulated and measured results in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3 it is obvious that center 

frequency has deviated from the desired value of 7.5 GHz. This deviation of center frequency 

in the measured results is because of phase velocity (𝑣𝑝) that depends on effective dielectric 

constant (ℰ𝑓𝑓) of substrate of PCB. This relationship is better explained by the equation 5.1 

below:  

   𝑣𝑝  = 𝑐/ ℰ𝑓𝑓    (5.1) 

The value of 𝑣𝑝 is in turn effects the wavelength 𝜆 given as: 

  𝜆  =   𝑣𝑝/ 𝑓 =  𝑐 / 𝑓�ℰ𝑓𝑓  =  𝜆𝑜/�ℰ𝑓𝑓    (5.2) 

Where f represents the operating frequency and c is the speed of light. This effect of dielectric 

constant often deviate the results from actually required results. SubMiniature version A 

(SMA) connectors are coaxial RF connectors, as shown in Fig. 5.6, employed in all PCB 

prototypes for taking measurements for amplitude and phase difference. These connectors 

also contribute to the deviation in required results. 
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Fig. 5.6: Manufactured PCB prototype of Wilkinson power divider. 

 

5.3. 90° branch-line coupler 

After the power divider, 90° Branch line coupler is developed which is also the basic 

component of Six-port circuit.  The target of this coupler is to achieve 40 % relative 

bandwidth for the 6-9 GHz band of UWB while maintaining the specifications as shown in 

the Table 5.2. Fig. 5.7 shows the momentum layout of the 90° Branch line coupler. As shown 

in Fig. 5.7 it comprises of end-arms finished with 𝜆/4 wavelength for 50 Ω networks. Here Z2 

and Z1

 

 are the vertical and horizontal line impedances with the wavelength of 𝜆/4  

respectively [1]. The length and width of each arm of the branch is calculated by the help of 

LineCalc application provided in the ADS software. Fig. 5.9, 5.11 and 5.13 show the 

simulated momentum layout results for amplitude difference, amplitude response and phase 

difference respectively. These results show an amplitude response of -3.3 dB with the phase 

imbalance close to 90°. But this coupler is unable to achieve 40% relative bandwidth for the 

6-9 GHz band. This discrepancy is further magnified in the measured results as shown in Fig. 

5.10, 5.12 and 5.14 measured results. 
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Fig. 5.7: Momentum Layout of 90° Branch line coupler. 

 

 

Fig. 5.8: Manufactured PCB prototype of 90° Branch line coupler. 

 

Table 5.2    Coupler Required Parameters 

                       Maximum amplitude imbalance                                                1dB          

                           (P1 to P3 and P1 to P2) 

                           Phase imbalance                                                                          90o

                           (P1 to P3 and P1 to P2) 

                

                           Maximum direct loss (P2 to P1)                                                -3dB 

                           Maximum coupling loss (P3 to P1)                                           -3dB 
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Fig. 5.9: Simulated amplitude difference for 90° Branch line coupler. 

 

Fig. 5.10: Measured amplitude difference for 90° Branch line coupler. 
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Fig. 5.11: Simulated amplitude response for 90° Branch line coupler. 

 

Fig. 5.12: Measured amplitude response for 90° Branch line coupler. 
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Fig. 5.13: Simulated phase difference for 90° Branch line coupler. 

 

 

Fig. 5.14: Measured phase difference for 90° Branch line coupler. 
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                 Table 5.3 90° Branch line coupler results 

                            Parameters                                          Simulated                     Measured  

                                      │S21

                             Varity of │S

│(dB)                                              3.62 – 5.44                        5.87 – 10.22 

21

                                      │S

│(dB)                                             2.34                                     4.35            

31

                             Varity of │S

│(dB)                                              3.30 – 3.62                        5.23 – 6.87 

31

                       Amplitude imbalance (dB)                              -1.83 – 0.23                         0.63 – -3.66 

│(dB)                                             0.32                                     1.64 

                   Varity of amplitude imbalance (dB)                       2.06                                      4.23 

                         Phase imbalance error (o

                   Varity of phase imbalance error (

)                                -9.15– 6.30                         -20– 20.2 

o

 

)                         15.45                                    40.20 

Table 5.3 summarizes the complete results for the 90° Branch Line coupler. Here │S21│and 

│S31│shows the normalized variation of amplitude response for the S21 and S31 parameter 

respectively. Variety of │S21│and│S31

 

│ depicts the normalized difference of the maximum 

and minimum values on the graphs. Amplitude and phase imbalance parameters provide the 

un-normalized range for the difference of amplitude and phase between the two output ports 

for the coupler under investigation. Variety of amplitude imbalance and phase imbalance error 

shows the value of difference of maximum and minimum value for amplitude and phase 

imbalance for the two coupler outputs. The analysis of the table above shows that amplitude 

imbalance of this coupler is quite high as compared to the required value of 1 dB. Similarly 

the value of phase imbalance varies from -20.0 to 20.2 which are also high. The reason behind 

these losses is accessed to be the scarce availability of parameters that can be improved for 

this coupler [2]. In spite of the fact that the working area of this coupler is quite good i.e. 9.00 

mm x 7.86 mm, a trade off is required to be maintained between the size and results i.e. flatter 

amplitude response along with 40 % relative bandwidth for the Six-port correlator. This 

tradeoff leads to the need of improvement in results. The next section discusses this 

possibility. 

5.4. UWB Six-port Coupler With Matching Networks 
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For the purpose of achieving improvement in terms of relative bandwidth, matching networks 

technique i.e. open ended single stubs is adopted. These stubs are placed between the junction 

and the ports. The idea behind this technique is the fact that coupling depends on the 

admittance of each port and is somewhat independent of the frequency [3]. Fig. 5.15 depicts 

the idea of matching networks i.e. ZLine and ZStub

 

 of 𝜆/2  length.  This matching network is 

applied with the previous design for the sake of improved results in terms of relative 

bandwidth. 

Fig. 5.15: Matching network using open ended single stub method. 

The bend in ZStub is deliberately introduced in order to avoid the usage of extra space. As 

shown in Fig. 5.16, momentum layout diagram of the new coupler i.e. UWB branch coupler 

with matching network/stubs, ZStub and ZLine are the lines introduces as stubs with the value of 

1.40Z0 and 1.42Z0 

                             

respectively. Manufactured PCB prototype in Fig. 5.17 is developed by 

using the specifications as mentioned in Table 5.1. The introduction of stubs, as obvious from 

Fig. 5.16 and 5.17 results in an increase in the size of the coupler, with a working area of 

12.14 mm x 32.88 mm. 
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Fig. 5.17: Manufactured PCB prototype for UWB branch coupler with matching network. 

 

               

 

Fig. 5.16: UWB branch line coupler with matching network. 

 

 

Fig. 5.18: Simulated amplitude difference for UWB branch coupler with matching network. 
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Fig. 5.19: Measured amplitude difference for UWB branch coupler with matching network. 

 

 

Fig. 5.20: Simulated amplitude response for UWB branch coupler with matching network. 
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Fig. 5.21: Measured amplitude response for UWB branch coupler with matching network. 

 

 

Fig. 5.22: Simulated phase difference for UWB branch coupler with matching network. 
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Fig. 5.23: Measured phase difference for UWB branch coupler with matching network. 

 

Table 5.4 UWB branch coupler with matching network results 

                            Parameters                                          Simulated                     Measured  

                                      │S21

                             Varity of │S

│(dB)                                             3.62 – 4.23                          5.83 – 6.96 

21

                                      │S

│(dB)                                             0.61                                     1.13            

31

                             Varity of │S

│(dB)                                             3.65 – 4.48                          5.35 – 6.21 

31

                       Amplitude imbalance (dB)                            -0.37 – 0.34                         0.05 – 0.66 

│(dB)                                             0.83                                    0.86 

                   Varity of amplitude imbalance (dB)                     0.71                                      0.61 

                         Phase imbalance error (o

                   Varity of phase imbalance error (

)                            -6.96– 3.94                         -3.23– 3.30 

o

 

)                       10.9                                     6.53 

Fig. 5.18, 5.20 and 5.22 shows the simulated results for amplitude difference, amplitude 

response and phase imbalance respectively. These results are also summarized in Table 5.4 

and show that amplitude imbalance and phase imbalance errors are good enough when 

compared with the requirements in Table 5.2. A slight shift in frequency band in measured 
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results appears for the same reason as discussed in section 5.2. The measured amplitude 

imbalance in Table 5.4 is in the range of 0.05 to 0.66 dB which is quite appropriate. Also the 

phase imbalance error is as low as 6.5o 

 

which is quite acceptable. In general, this matching 

network based branch coupler can easily serve to yields the relative bandwidth of 40 % for the 

Six-port correlator but with a tradeoff of increased dimensions.    

5.5. UWB Six-port Correlator (Without Stubs) 

Before employing UWB branch coupler with stubs for the Six-port correlator, previously 

manufactured 90° Branch line coupler is utilized along with the Wilkinson power divider for 

developing the UWB based Six-port circuit. The reason for using 90° Branch line coupler first 

instead of the UWB branch coupler with matching network is to analyze the tradeoff between 

the size of the circuit and required results since miniaturization of the Six-port correlator 

circuitry is the main focus of this diploma work. The specifications required to be achieved 

are mentioned in the Table 5.5. Fig. 5.24 is the momentum layout generated for the UWB Six-

port which describes the dimensions (33.30 mm x 19.00 mm) of the circuitry along with the 

port assignment statement. The port assignment for In-phase (I) and Quadrature-phase (Q) 

ports is the same as mentioned in chapter 3 [4]. Where port 1 is set to refer as the RF (Radio 

Frequency) input port and port as LO (Local Oscillator) input port respectively. Port 7 acts as 

the 50 Ω termination. Fig. 5.25 shows the manufacture PCB prototype of Six-port circuit 

without the matching network.  

Table 5.5 Ultra-wideband Six-port Parameters   

                       Specifications                Values 

                  Maximum amplitude imbalance                                                 1 dB   

                      (P1 to P3-P4 and P5-P6) 

                      Maximum amplitude imbalance                                                1 dB          

                      (P2 to P3-P4 and P5-P6) 

                      Maximum Phase error                                                                 90o

                      (P1 to P3-P4 and P5-P6) 

   

                      Maximum Phase error                                                                 90o

                      (P2 to P3-P6) 
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Fig. 5.24: Momentum layout for UWB Six-port correlator. 

 

Fig. 5.25: Manufactured PCB prototype for UWB Six-port correlator. 
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Fig. 5.26: Simulated amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator with RF (port 1) as input port. 

 

Fig. 5.27: Measured amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator with RF (port 1) as input port. 
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Fig. 5.28: Simulated amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator with LO (port 2) as input port. 

Fig. 5.29: Measured amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator with LO (port 2) as input port. 
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Fig. 5.30: Simulated phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator with RF (port 1) as input port. 

 

Fig. 5.31: Measured phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator with RF (port 1) as input port. 
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Fig. 5.32: Simulated phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator with RF (port 1) as input port. 

 

Fig. 5.33: Measured phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator with LO (port 2) as input port. 
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Table 5.6 Measured and simulated results of UWB Six-port Correlator (without stubs)   

                       Parameters                                         Simulated              Measured 

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            1.04 dB                      1.18 dB   

                        (P1 to P3-P4) 

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            4.08 dB                      2.98 dB   

                        (P1 to P5-P6)                                    

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            5.10 dB                      2.04 dB 

                        (P2 to P3-P4) 

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            5.12 dB                      2.16 dB   

                        (P2 to P5-P6)                              

                        Maximum Phase error                                               13.95o                           42.4

                        (P1 to P3-P4)                                           

o 

                        Maximum Phase error                                               12.62o                          34.50o

                        (P1 to P5-P6) 

        

                        Maximum Phase error                                               10.53o                          22.86o

                        (P2 to P3-P4) 

        

                        Maximum Phase error                                               10.84o                          28.70o

                        (P2 to P5-P6) 

        

 

Simulated and measured results of Amplitude and phase difference for the RF and LO ports 

are shown from Fig.5.26 to 5.33 in an alternative fashion. The results in terms of worst case 

scenario of maximum amplitude imbalance and maximum phase error are summarized in 

Table 5.6 for 6-9 GHz. Measured results for the amplitude difference show slightly more 

variation as compared to the simulated results but the 6-9 GHz is covered effectively with a 

maximum measured amplitude imbalance of 2.98 dB. The major losses are seen in the phase 

difference where the maximum phase error went up to 42.4o in case of P1 to P3-P4. This 

phase error leads to analyze the behavior of Six-port circuit when UWB branch coupler with 

matching network is used in the next section. It is worth mentioning that previous research 

studies show less concern about the phase error and more concern about the amplitude 

imbalance error [3]-[6]. 
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5.6. UWB Six-port Correlator With Matching Network 

With the primary goal of reducing the measured phase error and the overall performance in 

general, three fine tuned UWB branch coupler with matching network, already tested and 

manufactured are combined together with the Wilkinson power divider. As already predicted 

this resulted in considerable increase in the working area (41.69 mm x 44.98 mm) of the 

circuit as shown in Fig. 5.34.  Port assignment strategy remained the same as mentioned in 

section 5.5.  Manufactured PCB prototype is shown in Fig. 5.35.  

 

 

 

Fig. 5.34: Momentum layout for UWB Six-port correlator with matching network. 
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Fig. 5.35: Manufactured PCB prototype for UWB Six-port correlator with matching network. 

 

 

Fig. 5.36: Simulated amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with RF (port 1) as input port. 
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Fig. 5.37: Measured amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with RF (port 1) as input port. 

 

 

Fig. 5.38: Simulated amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with LO (port 2) as input port. 
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Fig. 5.39: Measured amplitude difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with LO (port 2) as input port. 

 

 

Fig. 5.40: Simulated phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with RF (port 1) as input port. 
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Fig. 5.41: Measured phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with RF (port 1) as input port.

 

Fig. 5.42: Simulated phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with LO (port 2) as input port. 
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Fig. 5.43: Measured phase difference for UWB Six-port correlator (stubs), with LO (port 2) as input port. 

Table 5.7 Measured and simulated results of UWB Six-port Correlator (with stubs)   

                        Parameters                                         Simulated              Measured 

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            0.53 dB                      2.77 dB   

                        (P1 to P3-P4) 

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            0.57 dB                      2.16 dB   

                        (P1 to P5-P6)                                    

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            1.19 dB                      3.46 dB 

                        (P2 to P3-P4) 

                        Maximum amplitude imbalance                            1.26 dB                      3.08 dB   

                        (P2 to P5-P6)                              

                        Maximum Phase error                                               7.57o                           23.4

                        (P1 to P3-P4)                                           

o 

                        Maximum Phase error                                               6.73o                          17.3o

                        (P1 to P5-P6) 

        

                        Maximum Phase error                                               6.24o                          23.69o

                        (P2 to P3-P4) 

        

                        Maximum Phase error                                               6.82o                          23.59o

                        (P2 to P5-P6) 
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Fig. 5.36 to 5.43 present the simulated and measured results of amplitude and phase 

difference with reference to the LO and RF input ports.  Apart from few variations in 

amplitude and phase difference, measured results are quite appropriate when compared to the 

required values in Table 5.5. The variations usually occur due to human error in testing and 

measurement, SMA connectors which are used at ports for measurements, soldering losses 

and last but not the least, due to substrate errors [5].  Table 5.7 summarizes the values for 

maximum amplitude imbalance and maximum phase error. As explained in the beginning of 

this section the high values of phase error paved the path for this circuit. This circuit 

successfully reduced the value of phase error to almost half of the values as compared to the 

previous circuit. This improvement is achieved at the cost of the size of the circuit which was 

doubled in case of width of the design as compared to the UWB Six-port circuit without stubs. 
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6.   Multi-Layer Design and Simulations 

 
          The introduction of vias in the design of the Six-port circuit under consideration is 

primarily adopted to achieve the goal of miniaturization. The task of optimizing the individual 

components has already been implemented in the previous chapter. This chapter discusses the 

design and simulation of Six-port correlator circuitry on multilayer PCB with vias. Due to the 

lack of multilayer PCB design facility in the PCB Design lab; this part incorporates the 

simulation results only, unlike the case for chapter five which include both simulated and 

measured results. 

 

6.1. Vias and Layer Stack up Assignment 

The discussion in chapter four provides three different options for implementing the required 

circuitry on multilayer design, namely four, six and eight metal layer assignment strategy 

respectively [1]. Apparently, six and eight metal layer proposals seem to accomplish the task 

of miniaturization more decisively. But after considering the factors such as the symmetry and 

minimization of via transitions, four metal layer design proposal is adopted for carrying out 

the simulations. The layer wise distribution of individual components is such that Wilkinson 

power divider along with coupler BI and BQ is placed on the top layer. Whereas RF and 

termination coupler i.e. BRF is placed on the third layer, while layer two and layer four serve 

the purpose of ground or power plane i.e. P.P or GND. Fig. 6.1 shows the layer by layer 

designation of the proposed layout. The basic design geometry of the circuit is also altered 

and the so called T-shaped Six-port design is adopted, as proposed in [2] in order to utilize the 

possibility of maximum miniaturization. The only difference in the design adopted here, when 
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compared to [2] is that it drops the option of using tuning stubs in order to increase the 

chances of miniaturization, with an expectation of facing difficulties in achieving the 3 GHz 

band i.e. 6-9 GHz of EU-UWB. The reason behind this expectation is the fact that the option 

of tuning stubs was adopted with a motive to achieve the required band for the single metal 

layer design, with a more flat response in terms of amplitude and phase imbalance. There drop 

out from the design may therefore dilute the required results considerably.  

 

                

Fig. 6.1: Proposed four metal layer designations of individual components. 

6.2.  Design Specifications 

Design specification and substrate properties used for this design are the same as mentioned 

in Table 5.1 in the previous chapter for the single layer PCB.  Since this design is a four metal 

layer design so there are three substrate layers introduced in between four metal layers such 

that layer two and layer four serving as ground layers and layer 1 and layer 3 acting as the 

circuit/signal layers. Layer by layer assignment for each component and ports can be better 

analyzed by the top view of the circuit in Fig. 6.2 Here BI and BQ and Wilkinson power 

divider is placed on layer 1. Individual ports for these three components subsequently lie on 
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the same layer. The red outline depicts the ground metal layer 2 and the light blue outline 

shows the ground at metal layer 4. Ground vias as discussed in section 4.3.3 are used for 

providing uniform ground at both ground layers throughout the design. These ground vias are 

distributed throughout the design uniformly and possess constant value for radius. Fig. 6.3 is 

the isometric view of the simulated circuit, generated by 3D view option tool in ADS 

momentum.   

                                                                                                           

 

Fig. 6.2: 3D Preview: Top Layer view with port and individual component designation with 

respect to each layer. 
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Fig. 6.3: 3D preview: Isometric view of the Four Layer UWB Six-port correlator circuit.    

              

6.3. ADS Settings and Momentum Considerations 

For multiple metal layer deign, ADS project technology is set to ADS standard: Length unit-

mm with the program settings at “Analog/RF design” and “Both with Default”. Substrate 

properties as discussed in the previous are the same as in single layer design. For the 

momentum simulations three substrate layers named as MSub1, MSub2 and MSub3 are 

placed in the substrate layers section with open boundary i.e., free space at the top and closed 

boundary i.e., ground (GND) at the bottom. Layout layer section settings are such that it 

comprises of three “strip” metal layers with via passing through all three substrates as 

introduced in substrate layers section. Via ground is introduced through substrate layer 2 and 

3 only. For the three layers mapped as strip metal layers in the layout, “Thick (Expansion 

Up)” model is used with the material option fixed at “conductor (sigma)”. For the via and via 

ground mapped substrate layers “lumped” model as discussed in the section above is used 

with material option fixed at  “perfect conductor”. 
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6.4. Design Strategy and Symmetric stack approach 

In order to follow the symmetric stack approach the height between each of the four layers is 

kept same. When any alteration is made in the value of the height between layers, it is equally 

applied to all. The design strategy for this multilayer design is quite much same as carried out 

in single layer design except the fact that vias are now being introduced with the aim of 

miniaturization of the UWB Six-port correlator design. In the first step, schematic for the 

correlator is designed. In the second step this design is converted into momentum layout for 

performing physical simulations on transmission lines. In the third step this design is modified 

in the layout and vias are introduced. As discussed in via mathematical model in section 4.3.2, 

via is described as a cylindrical conductor with radius r and height h. Thus these two 

parameters are instrumental in controlling the performance of designs in which vias are 

incorporated. Another parameter under consideration is the thickness of the metal layer itself 

from equation 5.3 whereas the value of σ (sigma) i.e., the metal resistivity is assumed to be 

constant. The design strategy adopted here is that each of these three parameters are varied 

while keeping the other two parameters constant in order to reach an optimum design while 

maintaining the best possible trade off between miniaturization and required specifications as 

shown in Table 5.5. The following sub-sections serve to analyze the possibility of design 

optimization for UWB Six-port correlator (without the matching networks) in term of these 

parameters i.e. radius of vias, height of vias (also referred to as substrate height) and the metal 

thickness respectively. An underlying point kept under consideration is to use minimum 

number of vias because of the expected degradation in results due to their inductive behavior. 

This ultimately resulted in using two vias only as shown in Fig. 6.3. 

6.4.1. Variable via radius 

First parameter of interest is the radius of vias i.e. R, measured in millimeters. The multi-layer 

design strategy as shown in Fig. 6.2 and 6.3 has two signal vias whose radius is varied while 

keeping the height of the vias and metal layer thickness constant. Here the substrate height or 

via length is taken to be 0.254 mm and metal layer thickness for each metal layer to be 35 um. 

Fig. 6.4 to 6.11 shows the results with four different via radius. 
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Fig. 6.4: Amplitude difference at RF input (I-output) with variable values of via radius. 

 

 

Fig. 6.5: Amplitude difference at RF input (Q-output) with variable values of via radius. 
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Fig. 6.6: Amplitude difference at LO input (I-output) with variable values of via radius. 

 

 

Fig. 6.7: Amplitude difference at LO input (Q-output) with variable values of via radius. 
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Fig. 6.8: Phase difference at RF input (I-output) with variable values of via radius. 

 

 

Fig. 6.9: Phase difference at RF input (Q-output) with variable values of via radius. 
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Fig. 6.10: Phase difference at LO input (I-output) with variable values of via radius. 

 

 

Fig. 6.11: Phase difference at LO input (Q-output) with variable values of via radius. 
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As obvious from the Fig. 6.4 to 6.1 four different values of via radius chosen for analysis are 

0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 mm respectively. Amplitude and phase difference at RF and LO 

ports are sub-divided into separate graphs with respect to I and Q outputs. Here 0.05 and 0.10 

mm values come under the definition of microvias since microvias as described in section 

four have typical hole size of 0.10 mm. The value of clearance for vias in each case is taken to 

be double the value of radius as a formal convention. After analyzing the results shown above 

it is evident that 0.05 mm radius provides relatively flat response with best overall values.  

6.4.2. Variable via length 

The 2nd

 

 parameter under consideration for the optimized design is the height of via previously 

referred to as the substrate height or substrate thickness. Value of 0.254 mm is so far utilized 

used in the design process for single layer design of correlator. Four different values of via 

height are tested while keeping the value of via radius constant at 0.05 mm and metal 

thickness at 35 um. These values as shown in the Fig. 6.12 to 6.19 are 0.100, 0.127, 0.254 and 

0.508 mm respectively.  

Fig. 6.12: Amplitude difference at RF input (I-output) with variable values of via height. 
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Fig. 6.13: Amplitude difference at RF input (Q-output) with variable values of via height. 

 

 

Fig. 6.14: Amplitude difference at LO input (I-output) with variable values of via height. 
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Fig. 6.15: Amplitude difference at LO input (Q-output) with variable values of via height. 

 

 

Fig. 6.16: Phase difference at RF input (I-output) with variable values of via height. 
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Fig. 6.17: Phase difference at RF input (Q-output) with variable values of via height.    

           

 

Fig. 6.18: Phase difference at LO input (I-output) with variable values of via height. 
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Fig. 6.19: Phase difference at LO input (Q-output) with variable values of via height. 

 

The results from Fig. 6.12 to 6.19 show that all four values give flat responses in general but 

the lowest value of 0.1 mm comes out to be the most suitable value since it provides better 

overall results in terms of both amplitude and phase difference.  

6.4.3. Variable metal thicknesses 

Metal thickness is the third and last parameter under consideration for optimization. The 

reason behind the choice of this parameter is the assumption that a variation in metal 

thickness may add some error to the results by affecting the height of substrate indirectly. The 

value of metal thickness so far used for the single layer design is 35 um. Here the value of 

radius is fixed at 0.05 mm and substrate height is fixed at 0.10 mm. The values varied for the 

metal thickness are 1, 10, 18 and 35 um respectively. It is worth noting that metal layer 

thickness value is applied to all metal layers whether circuit layers or ground reference layers. 

Fig. 6.20 to 6.27 summarizes the results obtained after applying four different values of metal 

layer thickness. 
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Fig. 6.20: Amplitude difference at RF input (I-output) with variable values of metal thickness.      

       

 

Fig. 6.21: Amplitude difference at RF input (Q-output) with variable values of metal 

thickness. 
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Fig. 6.22: Amplitude difference at LO input (I-output) with variable values of metal thickness.    

    

 

Fig. 6.23: Amplitude difference at LO input (Q-output) with variable values of metal 

thickness. 
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Fig. 6.24: Phase difference at RF input (I-output) with variable values of metal thickness. 

 

 

Fig. 6.25: Phase difference at RF input (Q-output) with variable values of metal thickness. 
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Fig. 6.26: Phase difference at LO input (I-output) with variable values of metal thickness. 

 

 

Fig. 6.27: Phase difference at LO input (Q-output) with variable values of metal thickness. 
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The results from the Fig. 6.20 to 6.27 clearly indicate that the variation in metal thickness has 

minimal effect on the amplitude and phase difference in case of both RF and LO for both I 

and Q ports. The variation in results is so nominal that it is apparently difficult to recognize 

any disparity. 

 

6.5. Optimized Multilayer Design 

On the basis of analysis carried out in section 6.2 the optimized parameters for the four metal 

layer design is summarized in Table 6.1. The goal of miniaturization is quite much achieved 

as it can be seen in Fig. 6.28 with a working area of 26.49 mm x 10.28 mm. The results of 

amplitude and phase difference with respect to LO and RF ports are shown in Fig. 6.29 to 

6.32.  

 

Fig. 6.28: Top View of the four Metal layer design with working area dimensions. 
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Table 6.1 Optimized parameters for multi-layer design    

Via radius    0.05 mm 

Via clearance   0.40 mm 

Via height/substrate thickness  0.10 mm 

Metal thickness   0.035 mm 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.29: Simulated amplitude difference for multi-layer UWB Six-port correlator (without 

stubs), with RF (port 1) as the input port. 
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Fig. 6.30: Simulated amplitude difference form multi-layer UWB Six-port correlator (without 

stubs), with LO (port 2) as the input port. 

 

Fig. 6.31: Simulated phase difference for Multi-Layer UWB Six-port correlator (without 

stubs), with RF (port 1) as the input port. 
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Fig. 6.32: Simulated Phase difference for multi-layer UWB Six-port correlator (without 

stubs), with LO (port 2) as the input port. 

 

Table 6.2 summarizes the simulated results of Multi-Layer UWB Correlator (without Stubs) 

for the worst case scenario of maximum amplitude imbalance and maximum phase error 

values respectively. As compared to the results of UWB Six-port correlator (without Stubs) 

for single layer design the results are deteriorated in terms of phase imbalance error quite 

much. This deterioration was expected due to the inductive behavior of microvias. Previously 

the maximum phase error from the simulated results was 13.95o where as in this case it is 

33.30o

 

. In case of maximum amplitude imbalance the difference is minimal since the 

maximum value observed for the simulated results for the same design on single layer PCB 

was 5.12 dB and here it is 5.63 dB, which is quite nominal increase. But since our focus is 

more towards achieving minimum possible values for amplitude imbalance error and less 

towards the phase error so above mentioned results in Table 6.2 can be regarded as quite 

acceptable [3]-[5], while fulfilling the task of miniaturization. 
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Table 6.2 Simulated results of Multi-Layer UWB Six-port correlator (without Stubs)  

Parameters                      Simulated Results               

Maximum amplitude imbalance                   1.55 dB                       

(P1 to P3-P4) 

Maximum amplitude imbalance                   2.75 dB                       

(P1 to P5-P6)                                                                          

Maximum amplitude imbalance                   5.02 dB                       

 (P2 to P3-P4) 

Maximum amplitude imbalance                   5.63 dB                       

 (P2 to P5-P6)                   

 Maximum Phase error                                   19.70o

 (P1 to P3-P4) 

                            

Maximum Phase error                                    13.55o

 (P1 to P5-P6)                                           

                            

Maximum Phase error                                    33.30o

 (P2 to P3-P4) 

                           

Maximum Phase error                                    31.50o

 (P2 to P5-P6)                                                                                                                   
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7.   Conclusion 

  This thesis work deals with the theoretical study, applications and practical 

implementation of Six-port correlator circuit on single and multi-layer PCB respectively. 

 

7.1.    Conclusion and comparison 

The goal of this thesis work is to achieve miniaturization for the Six-port correlator using 

multi-layer PCB microvia technology, through symmetric stack approach. The degree of 

success in achieving this design goal, while maintaining minimum possible error in terms of 

amplitude and phase imbalance is highlighted in Table 6.3. It serves to compare the measured 

results for the single layer design with simulated results of four layer Six-port correlator 

design. Both circuits under consideration in this table are without stubs. Comparison of 

maximum amplitude imbalance for P1 to P3-P4 and P1 to P5-P6 shows values which are 

quite close. The same parameter for P2 to P3-P4 and P2 to P5-P6 is almost doubled for the 

four layers design, as compared to the single layer design. The maximum value of imbalance 

at P2 to P5-P6 for the four layer simulated design is 5.63 dB. Phase error values for the four 

metal layers deign at P1 to P3-P4 and P1 to P5-P6 are well below 20o. Whereas for the single 

layer design the maximum value is as high as 42.4o. Phase error values at P2 to P3-P4 and P4 

to P5-P6 for single layer deign are slightly less than that of four layers deign. The highest 

value in case of four metal layers design is 33.30o. This value is 22.86o

An important aspect in the phase difference graphs for all circuits is phase reversal. Due to 

phase reversal process, phase difference kept fluctuating around 90

 for the single layer 

design. On the whole the phase error values in case of four layers design is better balanced in 

terms of numerical values for P1 and P2, as compared to same values for the single layer 

design. 

o (the required phase 
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difference) and 270o (multiple of 90o

Table 6.3 Comparison of measured and simulated results single layer and four metal layers 

UWB Six-port correlator (without stubs) respectively 

). This phase reversal phenomena occurred to avoid the 

graphs from running out of scale. 

Parameters                   Measured Results                  Simulated Results               

Maximum amplitude imbalance                 1.18 dB            1.55 dB                       

(P1 to P3-P4) 

Maximum amplitude imbalance                 2.98 dB                                 2.75 dB                       

(P1 to P5-P6)                                                                          

Maximum amplitude imbalance                 2.04 dB            5.02 dB                       

 (P2 to P3-P4) 

Maximum amplitude imbalance                 2.16 dB           5.63 dB                       

 (P2 to P5-P6)                   

 Maximum Phase error                              42.4 o              19.70o

 (P1 to P3-P4) 

                            

Maximum Phase error                               34.50 o                                 13.55o

 (P1 to P5-P6)                                           

                            

Maximum Phase error                               22.86 o                                 33.30o

 (P2 to P3-P4) 

                           

Maximum Phase error                               28.70 o                                 31.50o

 (P2 to P5-P6)                                                                                                                   

                           

 

7.2.    Own Contribution  

 This thesis is divided into two parts. In the first part, based on the already carried out work in 

the field of six-port receivers the individual components of Six-port correlator i.e. Wilkinson 

power divider and branch coupler are designed using ADS tool of Agilent Inc and 

manufactured on double-sided Rogers 4350 PCB. In order to achieve flat amplitude and phase 

response over the 6-9 GHz band of our interest, UWB branch coupler with matching networks 

is designed and manufactured. Later two designs for UWB Six-port correlator, one using 
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UWB coupler with matching network and one without matching network  are designed and 

implemented on PCB. Measurements for all designed PCB prototypes were taken using 

Rhode & Schwartz ZVM vector network analyzer. 

Second part of the thesis incorporates own contribution in which simulation based design of 

UWB Six-port correlator without stubs is converted on four metal layer PCB with the help of 

microvia technology in order to achieve the task of miniaturization. This goal is successfully 

achieved resulting in reduction of the working area of UWB Six-port correlator from 33.30 

mm x 19 mm to 26.29 mm x 10.28 mm, while maintaining a tradeoff between miniaturization 

and desired results for amplitude imbalance and phase error. Since multi-layer PCB 

manufacturing facility is currently not available in our PCB manufacturing lab so measured 

results could not be obtained. 

 

7.3.    Future Work 

 In this thesis work two microvias are used to achieve miniaturization using four metal layer 

stack up for the UWB Six-port circuit (without stubs), such that three of the components lie 

on layer 1 and one component on layer 3. Another potential solution for miniaturization can 

be, to adopt the UWB Six-port correlator with stubs for miniaturization with four microvias 

and six or eight metal layer stack up assignment [1]. For the eight metal layer stack it will 

result in assignment of a separate layer for each component and in case of six metal layer 

stack up assignment it will result in assignment of two components on two separate layers and 

two components on one layer. Six-port circuit with stubs occupies more than twice the space 

as compared to the circuit without stubs as analyzed in chapter 5 and 6 but provides better 

results with flatter response over the whole 3 GHz band for 6-9 GHz range. So by maintaining 

a tradeoff between size and required results more appropriate design can be obtained by 

shifting the design with stubs on six or eight metal layers.  

ADS settings for via model are set to lumped model for the four metal layers design while 

assuming the value of σ (sigma) i.e., the metal resistivity to be fixed. Analyzing the effect of 

different via models can also be carried out by altering via model to 2D or 3D distributed 

while varying the value of metal resistivity.  
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The possibility of miniaturization on the single layer can be increased by adopting solutions 

such as the meander line concept [2]. Such a solution can further increase the chances of 

miniaturization on multi-layer based design. 
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